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Spark kids’ appetites for yummy,
good-for-you food; and delight grown-ups
with a happier mealtime!

Our food is clean!
No artificial flavors
No artificial colors
No artificial preservatives
No antibiotics
Allergy-friendly

NOTICE
Nutritional information is based on Bean Sprouts’ standardized recipes,
representative values provided by suppliers, analysis, published resources,
and are expressed in values based on federal rounding and other
applicable regulations.
A number of factors may affect the actual nutrition values for each product,
including the fact that our menu items are handcrafted and may be
customized, variations in serving sizes, preparation techniques, ingredient
substitutions, product testing and sources of supply, as well as regional and
seasonal differences.
Accordingly, Bean Sprouts cannot guarantee that the nutritional information
provided here or available in any café is completely accurate as it relates to
the prepared menu items in every café.
In addition, testing of new recipes of existing products may be conducted
from time to time in certain markets. These new recipes may contain
different/additional ingredients, including allergens, as compared to the
original version. Some cafés may serve menu items which are not listed here.
For the most up-to-date information on limited time offering menu items,
please call or visit your nearest café to speak with a Bean Leader.
Allergen Statement: While we do our best to accommodate special dietary
needs, and our recipes do not contain nuts, Bean Sprouts cannot guarantee
that food from our vendors is free of nuts, dairy, gluten, soy, eggs, or other
allergens.

All sandwiches and pizzas entrees can be made with gluten-free bread or crust.
Please see labels at the café for more allergen info.

While we do our best to accommodate special dietary needs and our recipes
do not contain nuts, Bean Sprouts cannot guarantee that food from our vendors
is free of nuts, dairy, gluten, soy, eggs, or other allergens.
Item
Do-Re-ForMe
Grilledzilla
Grilledzilla
with Turkey
Flutter Bite
Under the
Sea-Za
Gluten-Free
Bread
Side of
Veggie Tots
Cheese Pizza
Pepperoni
Pizza
Under the
Sea-Za
Gluten-Free
Crust
Great
Turkado
(without
salad)

Glutenfree

Dairyfree

Eggfree

Soyfree

Vegetarian

Vegan

Shellfishfree

Item

Glutenfree

Dairyfree

Eggfree

Soyfree

Vegetarian

Vegan

Shellfishfree

Chicken
Pesto
Chango
(without
salad)
Gluten-Free
Bread
Side Salad
with
Balsamic
Vinaigrette
Pea-Moji
Cookies
Pink Patootie
Smoothie
Flamango
Smoothie
Organic
Coffee (hot
or iced)

We are always hapPEA to show you any ingredient
labels (bread, crust, etc.) so you can see nutritional
information for yourself!

